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Abstract
Understanding interactions between microparticles and lipid membranes is of increasing
importance, especially for unraveling the influence of microplastics on our health and environ-
ment. Here, we study how a short-ranged adhesive force between microparticles and model
lipid membranes causes membrane-mediated particle assembly. Using confocal microscopy, we
observe the initial particle attachment to the membrane, then particle wrapping, and in rare
cases spontaneous membrane tubulation. In the attached state, we measure that the parti-
cle mobility decreases by 26 %. If multiple particles adhere to the same vesicle, their initial
single-particle state determines their interactions and subsequent assembly pathways: 1) at-
tached particles only aggregate when small adhesive vesicles are present in solution, 2) wrapped
particles reversibly attract one another by membrane deformation, and 3) a combination of
wrapped and attached particles form membrane-mediated dimers, which further assemble into
a variety of complex structures. The experimental observation of distinct assembly pathways
induced only by a short ranged membrane-particle adhesion, shows that a cellular cytoskeleton
or other active components are not required for microparticle aggregation. We suggest that
this membrane-mediated microparticle aggregation is a reason behind reported long retention
times of polymer microparticles in organisms.
Introduction
Artificial microparticles are increasingly applied in ceramics, paints, cosmetics, drug delivery [1],
and microbiological techniques such as microrheology [2]. However, the negative environmental
effects of polymer-based microparticles, for example through uptake by and high retention in marine
organisms, are becoming increasingly clear [3]. In order to be able to unravel the implications
of microparticles on health and environment, it is crucial to understand their impact on cellular
processes and especially their interactions with the cellular membrane, which is the most important
protective barrier of the cell.
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The first step in the interaction of microparticles with living cells is their adhesion to the
membrane. This adhesion can be caused by a variety of mechanisms such as Van der Waals, Coulomb
or hydrophobic forces, or complementary protein interactions [4, 5, 6]. Subsequent internalization
into the cell depends on the cell type, the particle size, and the particle surface moieties [6, 7, 8, 9].
Especially particles of micrometer size have been observed to not be internalized, but to form
aggregates that remain irreversibly attached to the cellular membrane [8, 9]. Intriguingly, this
membrane-mediated particle aggregation has also been reported on lipid vesicles [10, 11, 12, 13],
suggesting that a physical property of the lipid membrane drives the observed particle aggregation
on living cells.
Here, we investigate this membrane-mediated particle assembly using a well-controlled model
system that we have developed recently [13]. We study the membrane-microparticle system with
confocal microscopy, which enables us to visualize the particle-induced membrane deformation,
quantify the particle mobilities, and categorize subsequent assembly pathways. Previously, we
established that a single membrane-adhesive particle is either completely wrapped by the membrane,
or only attaches without inducing visible deformation. Here, we first quantify the mobilities of these
two types of membrane-associated particles and find that the membrane significantly reduces the
particle diffusivity. Then we study the aggregation pathways that lead to large membrane-mediated
aggregates. We establish that the initial state of individual particles determines which assembly
pathway they take: wrapped particles only interact via a deformation-mediated force, attached
particles can stick together via small adhesive vesicles, and wrapped and attached particles form
dimers driven by the strong membrane-particle adhesion. Finally, we describe and discuss the case
in which a wrapped particle induces spontaneous membrane tubulation.
Materials and Methods
Chemicals
Styrene (99%), itaconic acid (99%), 4,4’-Azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (98%, ACVA), D-glucose (99%),
methanol (99.9%), chloroform (99%), sodium phosphate (99%), deuterium oxide (70%), N-hydroxy-
sulfosuccinimide sodium salt (98%, Sulfo-NHS), and 1,3,5,7-tetramethyl-8-phenyl-4,4-difluoro-bora-
diaza-indacene (97%, BODIPY) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich; methoxypoly(ethylene) glycol
amine (mPEG, Mw = 5000) from Alfa Aesar; sodium chloride (99%), and sodium azide (99%)
from Acros Organics; 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (99%, EDC)
from Carl Roth; NeutrAvidin (avidin) and cholera toxin (subunit B) Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate
(cholera toxin 488) from Thermo Scientific; DNA oligonucleotides (biotin-5’-TTTAATATTA-3’-
Cy3) from Integrated DNA Technologies; ∆9-cis 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC),
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[biotinyl(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (DOPE-PEG-
biotin), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissaminerhodamine B sulfonyl) (DOPE-
rhodamine), and GM1 ganglioside (GM1) from Avanti Polar Lipids. All chemicals were used as
received. Deionized water with 18.2 MΩcm resistivity, obtained using a Millipore Filtration System
(Milli-Q Gradient A10), was used in all experiments.
Membrane preparation
The here employed Giant Unilamellar Vesicles with diameters ranging from 5 to 20 µm were pro-
duced using the standard electroswelling technique [14]. A lipid mixture was prepared in chloro-
form at 2 g/L consisting of 97.5 wt % DOPC, 2.0 wt % DOPE-PEG-biotin, and 0.5 wt % DOPE-
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rhodamine. 10 µL of this solution was dried on each of two 6 cm2 ITO-coated glass slides (15–25 Ω,
Sigma-Aldrich) and subsequently submersed in a solution containing 100 mM glucose and 0.3 mM
sodium azide in 49:51 D2O:H2O. To induce vesicle formation, the electrodes were subjected to 1.1 V
(rms) at 10 Hz for 2 hour. The thus obtained vesicles were stored in a BSA-coated vial at room
temperature. To separate the GUVs from smaller lipid vesicles, we filtered the GUV solution using a
Whatmann 5.0 µm pore size cellulosenitrate filter directly before use. For the membrane tubulation
experiments, the outer membrane leaflet was stained using the ganglioside GM1 and the dye cholera
toxin 488, as follows: the above lipid mixture in chloroform was transferred to methanol, adding
0.2 wt % GM1. The electroswelling then proceeded as descibed above. Before sample preparation,
50 mg/L cholera toxin 488 was added to the PBS to stain the outer leaflet of the vesicles only.
Microparticle preparation
Carboxylated polystyrene microparticles (diameter 0.98± 0.03µm) were synthesized in a surfactant-
free radical polymerization from 25.0 g styrene, 500 mg itaconic acid, 250 mg ACVA, and 125 mL
water [15]. 10 mg of the fluorescent dye BODIPY was included during synthesis. The size distribu-
tion of the particles was measured from electron micrographs taken by an FEI NanoSEM 200. To
ensure a specific and strong adhesion between the microparticles and the lipid membrane we coated
the microparticles with avidin and mPEG, using an EDC/Sulfo-NHS coating procedure [16]. Per
15 mg particles, 15–50µg NeutrAvidin and 4.0 mg mPEG were used. Sodium azide was added to
a concentration of 3 mM to prevent bacterial growth. The density of biotin binding sites (5× 101–
1.5× 103 µm−2) was quantified using a fluorescence assay with DNA oligonucleotides having a biotin
and a fluorescent marker. The particle coating as well as the quantification of biotin binding sites
are described extensively in ref. [13].
Sample preparation
To attach the microparticles to the model membranes, we gently mixed 20 µL of the GUVs with
0.04 µg microparticles dispersed in 6µL phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS, pH=7.4). The
PBS was density-matched with the microparticles (using D2O) and had the same osmolarity as
the glucose inside the GUV. After an incubation time of 10 min, the GUV-particle mixture was
distributed into a microscope sample holder containing 50µL of PBS. Due to the small density
difference between PBS and glucose solutions, the particle-covered GUVs sediment to the bottom
and could be visualized with an inverted microscope.
In order to control the tension of the vesicles, we change the osmotic pressure outside of the
vesicles as follows: If the sample holder is sealed directly after preparation, there is no water
evaporation and the osmotic pressure is preserved. In this case, no fluctuations of the membrane
are observed and the vesicles are denoted “tense”, which for the here employed DOPC membranes
corresponds to a membrane tension that is above 1µN m−1. If the sample is imaged while leaving
the sample holder open for a period of 30–60 min, water evaporates, the osmolarity of the outside
solution increases, and the membrane tension of the vesicles decreases. During this process, we
are able to image so-called “floppy” vesicles that exhibit membrane undulations with an amplitude
greater than 1 µm. The corresponding membrane tension that follows from the fluctuation analysis
described in ref. [17] lays below 0.2 µN m−1. Figure S1 shows such a “floppy” vesicle together with
its fluctuation spectrum.
As described in ref. [13], the microparticles attach spontaneously to the model membranes
due to the strong non-covalent binding between NeutrAvidin and the biotinylated lipids. If the
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particle-membrane adhesion is larger than the membrane bending energy, and the vesicle is floppy,
particles will be wrapped by the membrane, which is observed by the colocalization of membrane
and particle fluorescence. As the membrane-particle linkage is irreversible, tense membranes with
wrapped particles can be obtained by increasing the tension of an initially floppy membrane, for
instance by wrapping of additional particles.
Diffusion measurements
Diffusion measurements of membrane-attached particles were performed by imaging the top part
of a tense GUV with attached particles (see Figure S2). The particles were tracked in the recorded
video images using Trackpy [18]. Simultaneously, the fluorescence signal of the top part of the
vesicle was recorded. We extract the center of the vesicle from a two-dimensional Gaussian fit
of this fluorescence. Using a separate measurement of the vesicle size, the full three-dimensional
coordinates of the particles could be reconstructed.
Diffusion measurements of wrapped particles were performed on sequences of confocal slices
of particle-covered GUVs (see Figure S3). Wrapped particles were identified by colocalization of
membrane and particle fluorescence. The particles were tracked in the same way as with the
attached particles. The vesicle position was determined by fitting circles to the vesicle contour [19].
The particle displacements were then measured in one dimension along the vesicle contour.
Drifting vesicles were not analyzed to rule out particle drift due to vesicle rotation. Particles that
were closer than 2.5µm to other particles were also omitted to rule out the long-ranged interparticle
forces caused by membrane deformation [12, 13]. The diffusion coefficient was measured for each
particle separately with linear regression of the mean squared displacements. As particles were
confined to a spherical surface, the mean squared displacement only grows linearly in time if the
squared curvature R2 is much larger than the measured mean squared displacement [20]. In order
to meet this condition, we limited the displacement measurements to short time intervals up to 4
frames, corresponding to maximum lag times of 35–70 ms.
The measurement precision of each single-particle diffusion coefficient depends on the measured
trajectory length [21, 22]. We computed these uncertainties and omitted measurements with an
imprecision larger than 0.04µm2 s−1 from the histograms of single-particle diffusion coefficients.
This resulted in 39 trajectories (8 different GUVs) of attached particles and 25 trajectories of
wrapped particles (on 14 different GUVs).
Imaging
Samples were imaged with a Nikon Ti-E A1R confocal microscope equipped with a 60× water im-
mersion objective (NA = 1.2). The BODIPY and cholera toxin 488 (ex. 488 nm, em. 525± 25 nm)
and DOPE-rhodamine (ex. 561 nm, em. 595± 30 nm) emissions were recorded simultaneously with
a dichroic mirror separating the emission signal onto two detectors. The coverslips were pre-treated
with a layer of polyacrylamide to prevent particle and GUV adhesion, using a method described in
ref. [13]. High-speed images used in the diffusion measurements were recorded at 57–110 Hz using
a horizontal resonant scanning mirror, while high-resolution close-ups were recorded with a set of
Galvano scanning mirrors.
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Results and Discussion
Polymer microparticles adhere to lipid membranes by various kinds of (bio)chemical interactions,
such as Van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces, or complementary protein interactions [4, 5, 6].
In our experiments, we realized particle adhesion in a controlled manner by coating polystyrene
particles (1µm diameter) with the protein avidin and including a biotinylated lipid in the mem-
branes. Once connected to the membrane, the particles do not detach due to the high energy gain
associated with the non-covalent linkage between biotin and avidin (approx. 17 kBT [23], with kBT
being the thermal energy), and the possibility of forming multiple avidin-biotin connections. An
individual membrane-associated sphere usually occupies only one of two equilibrium states: either
the membrane fully wraps around the microparticle or it does not deform at all [24, 25, 26, 27].
This can be tuned by changing the membrane tension and the membrane-particle adhesion energy
[13].
In this article, we will investigate the dynamics of particles in the attached and the wrapped
state as well as their assembly behavior over time. We will first probe the membrane association of
isolated particles by measuring the influence of the membrane on the particle mobility. Then, we will
map out the assembly pathways of multiple particles that interact through membrane deformations
and eventually lead to membrane-mediated aggregates. Finally, we will investigate a spontaneous
tubulation process that occurs at particle inclusions.
Mobility of membrane-associated particles
While a particle retains its lateral mobility when it adheres to a liquid lipid membrane, the Brownian
motion of the particle changes from three-dimensional to two-dimensional. Therefore its mean
squared displacement changes from 〈x2〉 = 6Dt in the freely dispersed case to 4Dt in the bound
case, where D is the diffusion coefficient and t denotes the lag time over which 〈x2〉 is measured.
Additionally, upon particle adhesion we expect that its diffusion coefficient is lowered significantly
due to an additional drag force caused by the relatively high viscosity of the membrane.
To quantify the the diffusion of attached particles, we used particles with biotin binding site
densities ranging from 5× 101 to 1.5× 103 µm−2 adhered to GUVs with diameters above 15 µm and
with a surface tension above 1 µN m−1. This choice of membrane tension and biotin binding site
density ensured that particles remained not wrapped (see Figure 1A). As a reference, we first mea-
sured the diffusion constant of freely suspended particles and found it to be 0.416± 0.014µm2 s−1,
which is in agreement with the Stokes-Einstein relation. The spread was determined from the known
particle size distribution, which was measured from electron micrographs. The distribution of the
single-particle diffusion coefficients after membrane attachment is shown in Figure 1D. Compared
to freely suspended particles, the diffusion coefficient decreased significantly to 0.33± 0.04 µm2 s−1.
The corresponding increase in drag coefficient ζ = kBT/D due to the proximity of the membrane is
26%. Next to the measurement imprecision, this apparent spread of single-particle diffusion coeffi-
cients may also be caused by different avidin coating densities, yielding different particle-membrane
adhesion shapes.
The diffusion measurements of wrapped particles were performed using a single particle batch
with a higher biotin binding site density ranging between 1.3× 102–1.5× 103 µm−2. To ensure a
wrapped fraction of particles of 60%, we increased the available membrane surface area by lowering
the tension of the GUVs temporarily below 10 nN m−1 [13]. The resulting histogram of single-particle
diffusion coefficients is shown in Figure 1H. Again the membrane association lowered the diffusivity
of the particles, albeit less than for simple membrane attachment: we found 0.38± 0.05 µm2 s−1
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Figure 1: Diffusion coefficients of membrane-adhered particles. In (A), a three-dimensional recon-
struction of a confocal image with particles attached to a vesicle is shown (scalebar 2µm), with
the corresponding close-up in (B) and illustration in (C ). A histogram of single-particle diffusion
coefficients of these attached particles is shown in (D). In (E ), one hemisphere of a membrane with
one wrapped and two attached particles is displayed (scalebar 2µm), with (F ) the corresponding
close-up, (G) an illustration, and (H ) the histogram of single-particle diffusion coefficients. In the
histograms, only coefficients with a standard error below 0.04 µm2 s−1 were included. The bin-
ning width equals this value. For reference, the diffusion coefficient of freely dispersed particles is
displayed by a dashed black line, with a shaded area that denotes the corresponding spread.
as the diffusion coefficient of wrapped particles. The corresponding increase in drag is only 9%.
Apparently, the membrane has less effect on the particle’s mobility if it wraps around the particle.
We hypothesize that this can be explained by the membrane geometry around a wrapped particle.
As the membrane requires room to bend away from the particle, there is a finite distance between the
particle and bulk membrane. The farther the particle from the membrane, the lower the influence
of the membrane on the particle [28] and therefore this effect would result in a diffusion coefficient
which is larger than in the non-wrapped case described above.
To quantitatively explain the excess drag exerted by a membrane on a Brownian particle, several
models have been proposed relating the membrane surface viscosity to the particle’s drag coefficient.
As the employed spheres of 1 µm diameter are much larger than the membrane thickness, we cannot
use models based on the Saffman-Delbru¨ck description [29, 30, 31], which only consider the drag
experienced by a circular membrane patch, and not by the full sphere that is attached to it. This
is seen conveniently by evaluating the dimensionless Boussinesq number B = ηS/(ηR), with ηS the
membrane surface viscosity, η the bulk viscosity, and R the sphere radius. For the Saffman-Delbru¨ck
model to be applicable, bulk viscous effects on the sphere have to be negligible and B  1. We
estimate B = 10 for our system and therefore employ the analysis by Dimowa et al, which is a
numerical solution to the full hydrodynamic model for spheres embedded in a viscous membrane
[32]. As they found the counter-intuitive result that the drag coefficient only slightly depends on
the inclusion height of the particle relative to the membrane, we may invoke their numerical relation
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without precisely knowing the particle-membrane adhesion patch size. From our measured excess
drag coefficient we thereby obtain ηS = 1.2± 0.1× 10−9 Pa s m. This DOPC membrane viscosity lies
in between previously reported values of 5.9± 0.2× 10−10 Pa s m [33] and 15.9± 2.3× 10−9 Pa s m
[34].
To summarize, we observed that membrane-attached particles experience an excess drag of 26%
due to the membrane. Using the model by Dimova and Danov, and neglecting differences due to
inclusion height, we obtained a membrane viscosity of 1.2± 0.1× 10−9 Pa s m. Furthermore, we
observed that membrane-wrapped particles only experience an excess drag of 9%, which we explain
by a finite distance between membrane and particle which decreases the influence of the membrane
viscosity. The here described diffusion measurements have direct consequences for the timescales of
the diffusion-limited aggregation processes that are described in the next section.
Microparticle assembly pathways
When particles were incubated with floppy vesicles for more than 30 min, we observed the forma-
tion of large particle aggregates on the membrane. For example, in Figure 2, snapshots of the
same vesicle at different points in time are shown, which demonstrates the gradual appearance of
particle clusters through membrane-mediated aggregation. The same particles were observed to
not aggregate in the absence of vesicles: the assembly pathways described here only occur after
adhesion to the membrane. We found that the two states of particle-membrane adhesion, attached
to and wrapped by the membrane (Figures 3A and B), induce distinct assembly pathways, leading
to the observed aggregation of particles on GUVs. In this section, we will categorize and discuss
their interactions and assembly pathways, starting from all combinations of single-particle adhesion
states: (1) wrapped-wrapped, (2) attached-attached, and (3) wrapped-attached.
The first assembly pathway is due to the long ranged attraction exhibited by two membrane-
wrapped particles (Figure 3F ). This interaction force has been described extensively in theory
and simulation [35, 36, 37, 38], but only recently in experiment [13]. In the experimental system
employed here, the attractive potential was found to range over 2.5 µm with a strength of three
times the thermal energy. For sparse coverage with microparticles, both assembly into a dimer
state and subsequent disassembly were observed indicating reversibility of this assembly pathway.
For a more dense coverage with wrapped particles, simulations predict the formation of linear and
crystalline structures [39, 40, 41].
Second, membrane-attached particles (Figure 3A) do not interact with each other. However,
in the presence of small (R < 1 µm) lipid vesicles, aggregation of these particles can be observed
[13]. This leads to particle aggregates mediated by small lipid structures, as shown in Figures 3D
and G. The small vesicles can only be identified by their fluorescence in confocal images, while
they are typically invisible in bright field microscopy. Contrary to the attached particles, fully
wrapped particles cannot aggregate via small lipid vesicles, for the reason that their surface is
already occupied by the GUV membrane.
A third and most complex pathway occurs for a combination of wrapped and attached particles
and starts with a well-defined assembly step: the local deformation of the membrane induced by
the wrapped particles can serve as a binding site for attached particles (Figure 3E ). We observed
this membrane-mediated dimerization only when an attached particle came into contact with a
wrapped particle (see Movie S2), and the resulting dimer structure occurs frequently on membranes
that initially had both attached and wrapped particles present. The dimers remain stable over the
course of the experiment, unless they assemble further into larger aggregates (for example, Figure
3H and Movie S3). We hypothesize that the attached particles are captured irreversibly on top of
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Figure 2: Microparticles that aggregate on a lipid vesicle. A vesicle (in magenta) with associated
particles (in green) is shown (A) directly after sample preparation, (B) after 15 min, and (C ) after
30 min. The images are maximum intensity projections. Formed aggregates, which were identified
from the full three-dimensional images, are denoted by yellow circles. (D) Through membrane-
mediated aggregation, particle clusters may grow to include several tens of particles. (D) was
recorded in a separate experiment under the same conditions. Scale bars are 5 µm.
the wrapped particle due to the increased contact area, as illustrated in Figure 4. Although the
membrane-particle linkages are mobile in the membrane, the attached particle cannot escape once
sufficient linkages have been formed in this ring-shaped region. This is because the formed ring
of bound linkers would need to cross the central non-binding patch, which requires the breakage
of linkages. In this way, the attached particle is topologically protected from detaching from the
wrapped particle and they diffuse together as a membrane-mediated dimer.
Rarely, we observed a two-step hierarchical wrapping: after formation of the membrane-mediated
dimer, the previously only attached particle becomes wrapped as well, resulting in a tube-like
structure containing two wrapped spheres (see Figure 3I ). This indicates that the biotin binding
site density on this particle is large enough to ultimately become wrapped but, coincidentally,
this only occurred after it had been captured by the earlier wrapped particle. Although similar
configurations of multiple particles wrapped in membrane tubes have been observed in simulations
[38, 37, 26], it is important to note here that membrane-particle binding in our experiments is an
irreversible process due to the strong avidin-biotin bonds. Therefore, equilibrium considerations
do not necessarily apply to our adhesion-driven interaction pathways. Also, this implies that the
tubularly wrapped spheres cannot be formed by the combination of two wrapped particles, as
this would require partial unwrapping and thus breakage of membrane-particle linkages. Yet, the
presence of membrane deformation induced by the initially wrapped particle may further wrapping
of the second particle by lowering a kinetic barrier towards the energetically more favorable wrapped
state.
The relative frequencies of the three described dimerization pathways are fully determined by
the initial particle wrapping state: we exclusively observe small-vesicle mediated interaction for
attached particles, long ranged attraction for wrapped particles, and irreversible dimerization for
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Figure 3: Membrane-mediated irreversible assembly pathways of microparticles, displayed in con-
focal images (left, scale bars: 1µm) and sketches (right). Solid arrows denote irreversible particle
assembly pathways, two-sided arrows denote a reversible pathway, and dotted arrows denote path-
ways that were observed less than 1% of the cases. (A) A membrane-attached particle is (B)
wrapped at large membrane-particle adhesion energy and low membrane tension. (C) A wrapped
particle can induce the formation of a membrane tube (see also Movie S1). Subsequently, (D) two
attached particles stick together via secondary lipid vesicles. (E) An attached particle assembles
with a wrapped particle forming a membrane-mediated dimer (see also Movie S2), while (F) two
wrapped particles interact reversibly [13]. (G) Multiple particles form an aggregate via secondary
lipid vesicles. (H) The dimers aggregate into tetramers and larger structures (see also Movie S3).
(I) The membrane-mediated dimer (E) can be fully wrapped by the membrane. The wrapped half
of the dimer can be identified by the white color which is caused by the overlap of the membrane
and particle fluorescence.
the combination attached-wrapped. Thus, the short-ranged membrane-particle adhesion mechanism
drives the lipid vesicle mediated interactions that result in aggregation of attached particles (Figure
3D) as well as in the dimerization of attached and wrapped particles (Figure 3E ).
These adhesion-driven interactions continue to play a role as long as there is area on the particle
left that is not covered by membrane, such as is the case for the attached particles (Figure 3A and
D) or for the membrane-mediated dimer (Figure 3E ). Indeed, two dimers can assemble into larger
structures such as tetramers (Figure 3H ), and multiple attached particles aggregate via secondary
lipid vesicles (Figure 3G). Depending on the particle concentration and waiting time after mixing,
particles were observed to assemble on floppy membranes into permanent aggregates of 5-50 particles
(see Figure 2D). On tense membranes, however, particles do not become wrapped and therefore
only the small lipid vesicle mediated aggregation can be observed (Figures 3D and G).
In summary, by using confocal microscopy we were able to distinguish a variety of assembled mi-
croparticle structures mediated purely by a lipid membrane, either through membrane deformations
or the short-ranged adhesive forces between membrane and particles. We correlated the different
observed structures with the initial state of wrapping of the individual particles and formulated an
aggregation model containing three mechanisms for membrane-mediated interactions. Apart from
the secondary lipid structure interactions, which can be suppressed [13], we can categorize collective
particle interactions on membranes into three different types: First, membrane-attached particles
exhibit only diffusive motion and do not interact with each other. Second, membrane-wrapped
particles interact with each other via membrane deformation forces. Multiple wrapped particles are
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Figure 4: Membrane-mediated dimer of microparticles. A three-dimensional illustration of the
dimer is shown in (A). In (B) a cross-section is depicted, showing the binding ring between the
membrane and the top particle, which irreversibly connects the particles. The non-adhesive patch
size was chosen arbitrarily for the purpose of this illustration; the membrane thickness is to scale
with the particle diameter. See also Figure 3E.
expected to form linear and crystalline structures [39, 40, 41]. However, we did not observe this
behavior because of the third regime: a mixture of attached and wrapped particles starts with the
formation of permanent dimers and eventually leads to permanent particle aggregates. This obser-
vation of microparticle aggregation on GUVs proves that for the formation of membrane-mediated
aggregates, no cytoskeleton or other active components are necessary: the adhesion between particle
and membrane is sufficient for aggregation.
When considering the impact of microparticles on living organisms, internalization into the cell
has been the major focus in literature, although aggregation on cellular membranes has been re-
ported [7, 8, 9]. We here showed that this aggregation is driven by the membrane itself and therefore
is a generic property of microparticles that adhere to cellular membranes. This has the following
important consequence on the particle retention timescales: whereas a single microparticle may be
bound reversibly to the membrane, aggregates will form multiple bonds with the membrane which
take exponentially longer times to break [42]. Therefore, the here described membrane-mediated
aggregation of microparticles might be an important factor contributing to the high retention times
of polymer microparticles in organisms.
Spontaneous membrane tubulation
After a particle had been wrapped by the lipid membrane, we occasionally observed (N = 20)
spontaneous formation of a membrane tube starting from the neck of the wrapped particle onwards
(see Figure 5A and Movie S1). This tubulation process occurred for less than 1% of all wrapped
particles. The particles remained wrapped by and connected to the vesicle membrane, but could
freely diffuse in the vesicle interior. The membrane tubes elongated rapidly and exhibited large
thermal fluctuations. In addition, we never observed reversal of the tubulation, which underlines
the surprising absence of retracting tensile forces.
In order to prove that the observed structure is in fact a membrane tube, and not a rodlike
micelle, we enable distinction between the inner and outer leaflet of the membrane through inclusion
of a fluorescent dye. By adding choleratoxin 488 after formation of GUVs that contained 0.2 wt %
GM1, we achieved exclusive staining of the outer leaflet. This is confirmed by the absence of green
fluorescence in other membrane structures inside the GUV (see Figure 5B-D). If the particle would
have induced hemifusion of the membrane thereby creating a tubular micelle that connected the
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Figure 5: Spontaneous membrane tubulation at wrapped microparticles. (A) A confocal close-up of
a particle (green) that is connected to the membrane (magenta) via a tube. See also corresponding
Movie S1. In order to stain only the outer membrane leaflet, we included GM1 lipids into the GUVs
and added cholera toxin 488 after GUV formation. (B) A channel overlay with the membrane in
magenta, cholera toxin 488 in green, and the particle fluorescence in blue. Single channel images in
the wavelength range 500–550 nm (C ) shows only the DOPE-rhodamine, and 565–625 nm (D) shows
the cholera toxin 488 together with the microparticle. As the particle-induced tube clearly exhibited
green fluorescence, we conclude that the outer leaflet is present and therefore the structure must be
a membrane tube. The absence of green fluorescence in the other membrane structures inside the
GUV confirms that the cholera toxin 488 only stains the vesicle outside. (E ) An illustration of the
membrane tube. Here, green stars denote the cholera toxin 488 which is attached to GM1, yellow
triangles the biotin which is connected via a PEG2000 spacer to DOPE lipids, and blue squares the
NeutrAvidin which is connected to the particle. Scalebars denote 2 µm.
wrapped particle to the membrane, the tube would consist of the inner leaflet only. Conversely, the
membrane would be made up of both the inner and outer leaflet if the particle had truly produced a
tubular structure. The fluorscence of choleatoxin 488 in the tube observed in the experiment clearly
indicated that the outer leaflet is present. Thus, we can conclude that the observed structure in
between the particle and the GUV in fact consists of a strongly curved tubular membrane.
Why do membrane tubes spontaneously nucleate at wrapped particles? While this process is
ubiquitous in living cells [43, 44, 45], it is typically not observed in (symmetric) model bilayers. In
the absence of preferred curvature, it has been established both theoretically and experimentally
that a supporting force F = 2pi
√
2σκ is necessary to stabilize a tube against retraction, and that
its radius is given by R =
√
κ/(2σ) [46, 47, 48]. Here, σ denotes the membrane tension and κ
its bending rigidity. Taken together, this yields F = 2piκ/R. Since the membrane diameter of our
observed tubes is below the diffraction limit, R < 100 nm, a tube-supporting tensile force would need
to be larger than 5 pN (given κ = 21 kBT [49]). Clearly, such a force is absent in our experiments,
as the particle diffuses freely after tube-formation for the duration of the experiment. A force of
1 pN on a freely suspended colloidal particle would already result in a particle drift velocity of
100µm s−1. Thus, we conclude that only a preferred curvature of the bilayer could explain the
observed membrane tubes [50].
The bulky DOPE-PEG-biotin lipids could indeed generate such a preferred curvature, if they
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would be distributed unevenly across the bilayer leaflets [51]. Depletion of these lipids by adhesion
to the particles seems however unlikely: the here employed DOPE-PEG-biotin molar fraction of
0.5% is well above the number of biotin binding sites on the particles of linkers on the particles.
Therefore, an initial bilayer asymmetry due to an uneven distribution of lipids or due to solvent
asymmetry [52] are likely causes of the observed preferred bilayer curvature.
Given the presence of a preferred curvature, the neck that is induced by the wrapped particles
logically serves as a starting point for the formation of a tube, which would otherwise have to cross
a significant energy barrier [47]. In this way, membrane-wrapped microparticles act as nucleation
sites for membrane tubes.
Conclusion
We have shown that microparticles aggregate on lipid membranes. After adhesion to the membrane,
particles remain laterally mobile on the membrane. We have quantified the particles’ mobility
and found that their diffusion coefficients of 0.416± 0.014µm2 s−1 in dispersion are reduced to
0.33± 0.04 µm2 s−1 after membrane attachment. Using the numerical model by Dimova and Danov
[32, 28, 53], we computed the membrane surface viscosity and found 1.2± 0.7× 10−9 Pa s m. This
value falls in between two previously determined values for a pure DOPC membrane [33, 34]. For
wrapped particles, we observed diffusion coefficients of 0.38± 0.05 µm2 s−1. We hypothesize that
the higher diffusivity is due to an increased distance between membrane and particle.
We have established a complete picture of the onset of aggregation of microparticles associated
with lipid membranes. Particles can interact with each other in the following three ways. Firstly,
membrane-wrapped particles interact with each other through a membrane deformation mediated
force that ranges over several particle diameters, as has been shown before [11, 12, 13]. Secondly,
this interaction is not present for attached particles that do not deform the membrane. However,
these can irreversibly aggregate via smaller secondary vesicles [13]. Thirdly, we have shown here
that attached particles can become trapped in the deformation sites created by a wrapped particle,
forming membrane-mediated dimers. The last two adhesion-mediated mechanisms ultimately result
in complex random aggregates of multiple particles. In the case in which the membrane has a
preferred curvature, wrapped microparticles can also serve as a nucleation site for membrane tubes.
The observed aggregation of colloidal particles mediated by lipid membranes shows that even in
the absence of proteins or active components, particles aggregate in order to optimize their contact
area with the lipid membrane, or to minimize the membrane deformation. This has important con-
sequences: whereas in general single microparticles may easily adsorb and desorb on the membrane,
aggregates of particles desorb exponentially slower, which might explain the reported high reten-
tion times in organisms. This systematic description of the assembly pathways of microparticles on
model lipid membranes will enable a better understanding of microparticle aggregation in biological
systems, and especially the accumulation of microplastics.
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Supporting Videos
Videos are separately available online. Here, still images of the
videos are shown together with their captions.
Supporting Video S1: Spontaneous tubulation induced by a 1 µm colloidal
particle wrapped by a lipid membrane. The movie shows an image sequence
of confocal slices of a spherical vesicle (in magenta) with colloidal particles
(in green), displayed in real time.
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Supporting Video S2: Irreversible dimerization of a wrapped and attached
particle. The movie shows an image sequence of confocal slices of a spherical
vesicle (in magenta) with colloidal particles (in green), displayed in real time.
The wrapped particle has a white color due to the channel overlap. The
attached particle is green. A (non-interacting) third attached particle is also
present in the movie.
Supporting Video S3: Clustering of dimers into an aggregate of six particles.
The movie shows an image sequence of confocal slices of a spherical vesicle
(in magenta) with colloidal particles (in green), displayed in real time. One
half of each dimer is depicted in white due to the overlap of the green and
magenta fluorescence channels.
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Supporting Figure S1: Fluctuation analysis of a GUV. On the left, a cross-
section of the vesicle is shown with its tracked profile as a red line. On the
right, the amplitude of the discrete Fourier transform is shown (red crosses),
together with a least-squares one-parameter fit to the theoretical power spec-
trum (green solid line). The power spectrum was averaged over 75 frames.
The first five modes were discarded (corresponding to qx < 0.4 µm−1) as
the fit model is erroneous for these modes due to the closed topology of the
vesicle. Also, wave numbers larger than 1.2µm−1 were omitted so that the
correlation time of the fluctuations was at least four times larger than 6 ms,
which is the time difference in the line scanning confocal between acquiring
the upper and lower vesicle boundaries. The fit was performed with a fixed
membrane bending rigidity κ of 21 kBT. This yielded a membrane tension σ
of 94± 7 nN/m. The analysis was done according to Pe´cre´aux et al., Eur.
Phys. J. E 13 (2004), 277.
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Supporting Figure S2: Time lapse of the Brownian motion of membrane-
attached particles on top of a vesicle. Three tracked particles are marked
with yellow circles. Frames 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 are displayed in
(A) to (I), respectively. The imaging frame rate was 57 Hz.
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Supporting Figure S3: Time lapse of the Brownian motion of a membrane-
wrapped particle in the equatorial plane of a vesicle. The particle is marked
with a yellow circle. Frames 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 71, 128, and 256 are displayed
in (A) to (I), respectively. The imaging frame rate was 57 Hz.
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